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Xinan Electronic Engineering Institute

P.O.Box 5l7-l7, Chengdu, SiChuan 610003, P.R. China

ABSTRACT

It is well known that the pulse telemetering system whose system equippment is simple is
superior to the continuous one in ultilizing signal power. But in designing a pulse
telemetering receiver the freqency shift problem is often encountered, the shift often
greatly wider than the signal bandwidth is very unfavorable for improving receiver working
sensitivity. Either to limit transmitter freqency stability strictly or to adapt AFC system in
receiver for tracking carrier wave can solve the problem above, the AFC system method
could improve the receiver’s performance, but the equippment is complicated. To what
extent the receiver working sensitivity will be effected and how to judge the effection in
case of adapting VF matched filter and RF being wideband in receiver are this paper’s
emphasis. In this paper the power density spectrum distribution of the white noise which
has passed through the non-linear system-the linear detector is analysed theoretically, and
the improved working sensitivity of the receiver with video matched filter and its
difference sensitivity value to that of the optimal receiver are derived. The tested working
sensitivity data of two kind pulse receivers with different RF bands are given and the
theoretical calculation results conform well with these data, thus it is proven that adapting
video matched filter in pulse receiver is a effective approach for compensating the receiver
working sensitivity dropping from RF bandwidth increase.
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I. The power density spectrum analysis

The modulated pulse signals received with pulse receiver features very short in signal-
lasting time and wider pulse spacing. For analysis convenience, take the signal existing
time domain as signal domain, and the pulse spcing as no-signal domain. As to the signal
domain, like amplitude modulation receiver, the pulse receiver’s working threshold is low,
so when RF signal-noise ratio(SNR) is great, the linear detector’s output SNR is the same



as the RF SNR before being detected, that is its noise amplitude is approximately a normal
distribution. But as to no-signal domain, how does the linear detector’s distribution noise
power density spectrum distribute and how it effects the receiver’s working sensitivity? it
is known that when video freqency bandwidth is too wide, the no-signal domain noise and
false pulses increase, this will greatly effect the receiver’s working sensitivity; but when
the VF bandwidth is too narrow, the signal power loss increases and therefore the
possibility of signal pulses leakage increases too; so we must derive out the noise power
density spectrum theoretically to choose proper VF bandwidth to make the receiver to
work in the optimal state

As for non-linear system (detector), by the correlation function, the noise power density
spectrum can be derived conveniently. If the signal is zero, the detector’s output
correlation function is:

where f(x) is the detector's transfer function, x  = x(t), x  = x(t - J)1   2

is the detector’s input noise dual variant distribution function, and F  is the noise power2

mean square deviation, and R = R (J)cosTJ is the correlation function. 0

,,

then

(1)

Where

And     is the Hermitian polynomial.



For a low-pass filter is attached behind the detector, it filtrates the IF and the harmonic
components, so only the LF component B  (J) of B(J) needs to be considered. Assuming0

the detector can be charaterized by

for

by the double angle formula of the triangle function, B  (J) can be derived as:0

(2)

Where in equality (2), the first and the second term are the DC part and the LF part
respectively.

Suppose the linear detector’s input noise power density spectrum distributes uniformly in
the IF amplifier bandwidth B,

by convolution theorem :

then the following can be derived:

(3)

(3) is the linear detector’s output noise power density spectrum, where B is the RF

 bandwidth. For (3) can be written as:

(4)



where KT is the noise power per unit band . assume the VF filter’s band is B  and itsV

freqency chracteristics is:

then the VF filter’s output noise power is:

(5)

The evolution of the through-the-non-linear system correlation function of the signal with
noise is very complicated and it is omitted here.

II. THE OPTIMAL TRANSMISSION BANDWIDTH
OF PULSE RECEIVER WITH MAXIMUM SIGNAL-NOISE RATIO

Suppose the received RF modulated pulse is rectangular and the pulse envelope’s power
density spectrum ditribution is :

where J is the pulse width, if the RF bandwidth is B and the amplification is A, then the
detector’s input power is:

(6)

For the detector’s input noise power is 

(7)

set   , the optimal RF bandwidth can be derived as:

By the same method, the optimal VF band can be derived as :



From the analysis above, we know that in order to achieve the pulse receiver’s optimal
working sensitivity (that is :output great SNR), the receiver’s RF and VF bandswidth
should match the signal spectrum, but in practice, because of such factors as the
transmitting frequency fluctuation, the receiver’s local frequency shift, and the received
telemetry signal spectrums great divergence, the pulse receiver system generally adopts RF
bandwidth greatly wider than that of signal’s and correspondent matched filter to improve
its output SNR

Fig . 1 The Pulse receiver system

III. THE CALCULATION OF WORKING SENSITIVITY OF THE
PULSE RECEIVER WITH VF MATCHED FILTERS AND ITS

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1. The calculation of the receiver’s working sensitivity:
Suppose the improved output SNR of the matched filter relative to the input SNR is ".
From formulas (4) and (5), the following can be derived:

(8)

Assume the identification coefficients of the receiver terminal and the linear detector are
D , D  respectively. For D =1/ "D , then the receiver’s working sensitivity is:1  0   0  1

(9)

where in (9) N , B  are the receiver’s noise figure and the noise equivalent band widthF  N

before being detected from the equation above, if the receiver’s RF bandwidth )f , VFN

bandwidth )f , and the terminal identification coefficent are known, then the workingV

sensitivity can be calculated. When )f $ 1.59/ J , )f $ 0.8/ J , the greater is " , theN     V

greater is the improved receiver’s working sensitivity. If the RF bandwidth and VF



bandwidth match the signal band width, then working sensitivity reaches its maximum
value. From (8), there are:

(10)

Expressed in decibel , the equality above is :
)P  = P  - P  = 1.25+101g(B/B ) - 101g( " )rmim  rmim  rmimopt  mat

When B>>B , B  =B  =5/ J , ) P =1.25.mat  V mat     rmim

2. Experimental results:

Suppose Model E  Model E  are microwave pulse receivers, their major parts101  102

parameters and their calculated )P  are listed in table-1rmim

The received modulated pulse width J =0.7us, and D =16.5B, according to theoretical1

calculation, the IF matched bandwidth ) F =1.6/ J =2.4MHZ , the VF matchedmat

bandwidth ) F =0.8/J =l.2MHZ. In experiments, Model E , Model E  receivers withvmat      101   102

the same modulated pulse width J =0.7us, the same RF and VF amplification circuits but
with greatly different mixers and IF amplification bandwidth, are tested many times. The
Model E  receiver’s working sensitivity is P =-121.2 dB and The Model E  receiver’s101     rmim      102

working sensitivity is P = -120.5dB (leakage. false pulse number is 0~2/s and thermim

terminal identification coefficient D  is about 16.5dB).1

Table - 1

Iem RF        Amplifier Mixer       IF    VF Calculation Value 

noise     )F    )F
figure(N )F

bandwidth bandwidth 
V

gain figure(N )
noise )P P

F

rmim rmim

E 20dB 2.1dB 6.63dB 4.5MHZ 1.2MHZ 0.63dB -121.5dB101

E 20dB 2.1dB 6.92dB 18MHZ 1.2MHZ 1.1dB -121dB102

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has analyzed the power density spectrum of the white noise passing through the
non-linear system and derived the pulse receiver’s working sensitivity formula (9) from the
signal charateristics. If the receiver’s noise coefficient, the RF bandwidth before being
detected, the VF low-pass filter band width and the terminal identification coefficient are



known, then the working sensitivity can be calculated. From the experimental results, it is
known that although the two receivers’ IF bandwidth are greatly different, the VF
bandwidth matches the received pulse signal spectrum so their working sensitivity are
approximate which conforms well with the calculated values.
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